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Dynamic and energetic X-ray universe

• X-ray reveals many high-temperature or energetic 
phenomena in the Universe.

• Most of celestial objects, e.g., stars, supernovae, 
galaxies, clusters of galaxies are found to be bright 
in X-rays.

• X-ray observatory with better sensitivity is an 
indispensably powerful tool to understand the 
nature, formation and evolution of these objects and 
the Universe itself.
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ASTRO-H: the 6th Japanese X-ray satellite
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Figure 4. Outlook and cross sectional view of the SXS dewar. The outer shell of the dewar is 950 mm in diameter.

3.2 Soft X-ray Spectrometer System
The soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS) consists of the Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT-S), the X-ray Calorimeter
Spectrometer (XCS) and the cooling system.8,20 The XCS is a 36 pixel system with an energy resolution
of ≤7 eV between 0.3–12 keV. Micromachined, ion-implanted silicon is the basis of the thermistor array,
and 8-micron-thick HgTe absorbers provide high quantum efficiency across the 0.3–12 keV band. With a
5.6-m focal length, the 0.83 mm pixel pitch corresponds to 0.51 arcmin, giving the array a field of view of
3.04 arcmin on a side. The detector assembly provides electrical, thermal, and mechanical interfaces between
the detectors (calorimeter array and anti-coincidence particle detector) and the rest of the instrument. Soft
X-ray Telescope (SXT) for XCS is an upgraded version of the Suzaku X-ray telescope with an improved
angular resolution and a larger area.12,21

The SXS science objectives require a mirror with larger effective area than those flown on Suzaku,
especially in the Fe K band. This is attained by the combination of increased focal length and larger
diameter. The SXS effective area at 6 keV is 210 cm2, a 60 % increase over the Suzaku XRS, while at 1 keV
the SXS has 160 cm2, a 20 % increase. The required angular resolution is 1.7 arcmin, HPD, comparable to
the in-orbit performance of the mirrors on Suzaku.

The XCS cooling system must cool the array to 50 mK with sufficient duty cycle to fulfill the SXS
scientific objectives: this requires extremely low heat loads. To achieve the necessary gain stability and
energy resolution, the cooling system must regulate the detector temperature to within 2 µK rms for at
least 24 hours per cycle. From the detector stage to room temperature, the cooling chain is composed
of a 3-stage Adiabatic Demagnetization Refrigerator (ADR), superfluid liquid 4He (hereafter LHe), a 4He
Joule-Thomson (JT) cryocooler, and 2-stage Stirling cryocoolers. As with Suzaku, the array will be cooled
using an ADR.22,23 An ADR has been adopted because it readily meets the requirements for detector
temperature, stability, recycle time, reliability in a space environment, and previous flight heritage. The
design of Stirling cryocoolers is based on coolers developed for space-flight missions in Japan (Suzaku,
AKARI, and the SMILES instrument deployed on the ISS24) that have achieved excellent performance with
respect to cooling power, efficiency and mass. As a heat-sink for the 2-stage ADR, 30 L of LHe is used. To
reduce the parasitic heat load on the He tank, a 4He JT cryocooler is used to cool a 4 K shield. To achieve
redundancy for failure (unexpected loss) of LHe, another ADR (3rd stage ADR) is used between the He
tank and the JT cryocooler, with two heat-switches on both sides. This ADR is operated if LHe is lost, to
cool down the 1 K shield (He tank). A series of five blocking filters shield the calorimeter array from UV
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ASTRO-H characteristics

• Wide-band (0.3-600 keV) high-
sensitivity observations.

• High-resolution spectroscopy up to 
12 keV, also for extended sources.

• Imaging in hard X-rays.
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft X-ray Telescope (SXT)

• SXT (telescope for SXS and SXI) is a light-weight large-area nested thin-
foil mirror, based on heritages of ASCA and Suzaku.

• With the diameter and focal length larger, the number of foils is increased.

• Angular resolution is improved from Suzaku.  EM quadrant shows 1’.3 
HPD, while the requirement for ASTRO-H is 1’.7.
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Figure 1. Effective areas of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions as functions of X-ray energy. The curve for the
SXS is the present best estimate for a point source, where we assumed to sum all photons detected on the whole array, 1.3’
HPD of the X-ray mirrors, and no contamination of the optical blocking filters. The two crosses show the requirements.
The RGS effective areas is a sum of first order of the two instruments (RGS-1 and RGS-2), and was derived from the RGS
response matrix in SAS v9.0. The effective areas of LETG, MEG and HEG onboard Chandra are, respectively, derived
from the response files for the cycle 12 proposal, and are a sum of first order dispersions in ± directions. (Color on-line)

by the various design parameters of X-ray mirrors, the X-ray absorber thickness of the detector, and the X-ray
transmissions of thermal/optical blocking filters on the X-ray mirrors and inside the Dewar. It is also dependent
on the point spread function of the mirror and the array size of the detector. In Figure 1, the effective area for
a point source is plotted as a function of X-ray energy. The effective are of the SXS is larger than those of high
resolution spectrometers on board Chandra and XMM-Newton at most energies plotted here. Above ∼ 2 keV,
the difference is as large as a factor of five, and a factor of ten at 6 keV.

In Figure 2, we show the resolving power (E/∆E) as a function of energy for two cases, ∆E = 7 eV
(requirement) and 4 eV (goal). In the figure the resolving powers of not only high resolution spectrometers but
also a typical X-ray CCD camera are shown. The SXS has highest resolving power above 2 keV. The broken
lines show a resolving power required to resolve some spectral features of interest. The energy separation of
resonant and inter-combination lines of K emission of He-like ions is shown with a broken line labeled with
∆Res.−I.C(Helike)). The energy of the emission of each atom is indicated with the labels at the bottom of the
panel. It is found that the SXS can resolve these fine structures of emission for most of ions from O to Fe.
If non X-ray background and continuum emission is negligible compared to the line emission, the line-centroid
energy can be determined to a statisitical accuracy of ∼

√
∆E/N , where N is the number of photons in the

line. Accuracy of line-centroid determination is also limited by an uncertainty of energy scale calibration, which
will be ∼ 1 eV (Table 1). In Figure 2, we show E/∆E for doppler shift of 100 km s−1, the shift divided by a
factor of 10, and E/∆E for the calibration accuracy (dot-dash line denoted with 1eV). From these, we find that
the SXS is able to detect doppler shift of emission energy down to a velocity of ∼ 100 km s−1 if we accumulate
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)

• Cryogenic spectrometer based on microcalorimeter.

• 6 x 6 array with 3’x3’ field of view.

• Operated at 50 mK.
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are in Brekosky et al. (2004). In this paper, we provide a brief
description of the design and fabrication method.

The process starts with a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer,
which consists of a thin layer of silicon separated from the bulk
silicon substrate of the wafer by a very thin oxide buffer. This
buried oxide serves as both an etch stop and a diffusion barrier.
Reactive-ion etching (RIE) is used to create thermally-isolated
pixels. RIE is a dry etch process that permits the etching
of silicon into any shape that can be defined by means of
photolithography. Deep-RIE etches (DRIE) through a 400-µm
wafer with nearly straight side walls. Etching from the front
creates patterns in the top 1.5-µm layer of silicon, and etching
from the back up through the thick substrate to the oxide layer
defines the suspended silicon membrane of each sensor. A
photolithographically patterned structural polymer is used to
create a controlled interface between the implanted Si and the
absorber.

For the absorber attachment points, we formed four
10 µm-thick spacers of NanoTM SU-8 on each pixel. SU-8 is a
polymer that is patterned like photo-resist, but bonds strongly
to silicon like epoxy. The thermistor was formed by doping
with phosphorus (P) compensated with boron (B). The thick-
ness of the top silicon layer of an SOI wafer determined the
thermistor depth. After capping with an oxide, we implanted
a single dose each of P and of B into the 1.5 µm-thick SOI
layer. The wafer was then annealed at high temperature for an
extended period of time to diffuse the dopants to a uniform
density throughout the 1.5 µm depth, remove damage, and
allow the dopants to occupy substitutional lattice sites. We
eliminated the effects of lateral diffusion by implanting over
an area larger than the thermistor area and then defining the
thermistor edges with the etch. We used degenerately doped
leads to contact the thermistor. A lower density implant was
used on the membrane in order to limit the heat capacity
of the thermal sensor; a heavier dose was used on the solid
frame. The room-temperature resistivity of the lighter dose
was ∼ 200 Ω/square, and the heavier was 12 Ω/square. The
resistivities drop by less than a factor of 2 on cooling to 4 K.

The combination of SOI and RIE enabled the fabrica-
tion of silicon links of the desired thermal conductance and
minimum resonant frequency while maintaining a compact
design. Though the thermal conductance achieved in the flight
design was about a factor of two higher than expected from
scaling measurements of straight beams fabricated on previous
generations of devices, the conductance was uniform across
pixels, across arrays, and across different fabrication runs.
The resulting exponential decay time was 3–4 ms, depending
on bias. The finite thermal conductance of the link between
absorber and thermistor contributed to this time constant;
modeling indicated a fall time of 2 ms would have resulted with
perfect thermal coupling between the absorber and thermistor.

Due to a concern that applying epoxy or SU-8 directly to
the thin silicon of the thermistor element could result in strain-
induced changes in its electrical properties, we added tabs to
the edges of each thermistor and placed cylindrical spacers on
the tabs. Figure 4 shows an optical image of an individual
pixel with an electron micrograph inset of an SU-8 spacer.
A benefit of this attachment technique is that the line response
was greatly improved compared with previous techniques that

Fig. 4. Photos of a single XRS microcalorimeter thermometer. The
square section is implanted to form the thermistor. There are four
support beams and also four absorber “tabs” on which the HgTe
absorber is subsequently attached. The thermistor area and support
beams are 1.5 µm thick.

Fig. 5. XRS line spread function on a single pixel as obtained using
X-rays from an X-ray monochromator tuned to Cu Kα.

had the absorber, or an intermediate spacer, attached directly
to the thermistor volume. Each pixel now has a nearly perfect
Gaussian response to monochromatic X-rays. An example of
the line shape is shown in figure 5.

There is a small penalty for this attachment scheme,
however. The thermal conductance between the absorber and

HgTe absorber

5 mm

NASA/GSFC
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)

• SXS exhibits the best energy resolution above 3 keV, with much 
larger effective area compared to grating spectrometers.

• Fine spectroscopy for extended sources will become available for 
the first time.
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Figure 1. Effective areas of high-resolution X-ray spectroscopy missions as functions of X-ray energy. The curve for the
SXS is the present best estimate for a point source, where we assumed to sum all photons detected on the whole array, 1.3’
HPD of the X-ray mirrors, and no contamination of the optical blocking filters. The two crosses show the requirements.
The RGS effective areas is a sum of first order of the two instruments (RGS-1 and RGS-2), and was derived from the RGS
response matrix in SAS v9.0. The effective areas of LETG, MEG and HEG onboard Chandra are, respectively, derived
from the response files for the cycle 12 proposal, and are a sum of first order dispersions in ± directions. (Color on-line)

by the various design parameters of X-ray mirrors, the X-ray absorber thickness of the detector, and the X-ray
transmissions of thermal/optical blocking filters on the X-ray mirrors and inside the Dewar. It is also dependent
on the point spread function of the mirror and the array size of the detector. In Figure 1, the effective area for
a point source is plotted as a function of X-ray energy. The effective are of the SXS is larger than those of high
resolution spectrometers on board Chandra and XMM-Newton at most energies plotted here. Above ∼ 2 keV,
the difference is as large as a factor of five, and a factor of ten at 6 keV.

In Figure 2, we show the resolving power (E/∆E) as a function of energy for two cases, ∆E = 7 eV
(requirement) and 4 eV (goal). In the figure the resolving powers of not only high resolution spectrometers but
also a typical X-ray CCD camera are shown. The SXS has highest resolving power above 2 keV. The broken
lines show a resolving power required to resolve some spectral features of interest. The energy separation of
resonant and inter-combination lines of K emission of He-like ions is shown with a broken line labeled with
∆Res.−I.C(Helike)). The energy of the emission of each atom is indicated with the labels at the bottom of the
panel. It is found that the SXS can resolve these fine structures of emission for most of ions from O to Fe.
If non X-ray background and continuum emission is negligible compared to the line emission, the line-centroid
energy can be determined to a statisitical accuracy of ∼

√
∆E/N , where N is the number of photons in the

line. Accuracy of line-centroid determination is also limited by an uncertainty of energy scale calibration, which
will be ∼ 1 eV (Table 1). In Figure 2, we show E/∆E for doppler shift of 100 km s−1, the shift divided by a
factor of 10, and E/∆E for the calibration accuracy (dot-dash line denoted with 1eV). From these, we find that
the SXS is able to detect doppler shift of emission energy down to a velocity of ∼ 100 km s−1 if we accumulate
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Figure 2. Resolving power of the ASTRO-H SXS as a function of X-ray energy for the two cases, 4 eV resolution (goal) and
7 eV (requirment). The resolving power of high resolution instruments on board Chandra and XMM-newton and typical
resolving power of X-ray CCD cameras are also shown for comparison. The typical energy separations between K emission
of H-like and He-like ions (∆H−Helike) and between resonant and inter combination lines of He-like ions (∆Res.−I.C(Helike))
are shown with broken lines, while the emission energies are shown at the bottom of the panel. The broken line denoted
with “Ion thermal motion” is the line broadening due to thermal motion of ions in a kT = 1 keV plasma. The broken
lines indicated with “100 km/s” and “100 km/s (100 photons)” are, respectively, the doppler shift by a bulk motion of
the velocity and a typical detection limit with 100 photons in photon-statistics limit, i.e.continuum emission and non
X-ray background are negligible. The dot-dash line denoted with “1 eV” shows the line shift/broadening detection limit
determined by 1 eV energy-scale or line-spread-function calibration uncertainty. (Color on-line)

more than 100 photons per line for He-like ions of Ar or heavier atoms. A similar argument is valid for line
broadening where line-spread-function uncertainty limits the detectability instead of energy-scale uncertainty.
From Figure 2 we find that thermal broadening of Fe-K line would not be detected for a 1 keV plasma (43 km
s−1). However, if kT = 10 keV (130 km s−1), it should be possible to detect this with sufficiently high statistics.

In Figure 3, we show a simulation spectrum for the central region of Centaurus cluster of galaxies. The SXS
cannot resolve spatially the central structure of the intra cluster medium (ICM) of the cluster spatially (left top
panel of the fitgure). However, it will resolve the fine structure of emission lines and thus macroscopic motions of
the ICM down to a speed of a few 100 km s−1 by the doppler shift of the line center and/or the line broadening.

3. SXS SYSTEM
In Figure 4 , we show the block diagram of the ASTRO-H SXS X-ray calorimeter spectometer (XCS) system.
The main responsibilities of international partners are indicated with national flags. On the left of the diagram
is the cryogenic Dewar whose outer shell is connected to radiators with heat pipes in order to remove the heat
generated by the mechanical coolers. The microcalorimeter array is mounted inside the detector assembly (DA)
and cooled to 50 mK by the adiabatic demagnetization refrigerator (ADR). The ADR are pre-cooled by superfluid
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft X-ray Spectrometer (SXS)

• The detector is cooled to 50 mK using cryocoolers (Stirling and Joule-
Thomson), superfluid He, and ADR.

• He life time is > 3 years.  Cryogen-free operation is also possible.
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Figure 7. External view (left) and cutaway drawing (right) of the ASTRO-H SXS cryogenic Dewar. The gate valve which
will be mounted on the top of the Dewar outer shell is not shown. Two shield coolers are mounted on the side of the outer
shell, while the JT cooler and its pre coolers are mounted on the bottom. The detector assembly (DA) and the ADR
are installed as a unit on the He tank from the upper side. The third ADR is on the side of the DA but is not shown
here because it is in the unseen part of the Dewar in the cutaway drawing. The outer diameter of the Dewar outer shell
excluding mechanical coolers and other sticking-out structures is 950 mm. The height of the Dewar is 1292 mm including
the support struts but excluding the gate valve. The total mass of the Dewar is about 270 kg.
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft X-ray Imager (SXI)

• A back-illuminated CCD with very large field of view 
(38’ x 38’) with 4 chips (62 mm x 62 mm).

• Cooled down to -120 degC by a Stirling cryocooler.

• Low and stable background expected because of 
low-earth orbit

10

SXI FOV
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ASTRO-H instrument: Hard X-ray Telescope (HXT)

• Pt/C multi-layer mirror using Bragg reflection technique.

• HXT provides large effective area and imaging capability up to 80 
keV.

• HPD is <1’.7
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ASTRO-H instrument: Hard X-ray Imager (HXI)

• Si+CdTe stacked hybrid imager sensitive in 5-80 keV energy range.

• Background is reduced by putting the sensor in the well-type BGO 
shield.
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ASTRO-H instrument: Hard X-ray Imager (HXI)

• Combination of HXT and HXI makes the 
detection limit of point sources ~2 orders of 
magnitude better than that of Suzaku.

• Energy resolution of 1.6 keV (FWHM) at 60 
keV and good imaging capability of CdTe 
DSD are demonstrated with EM.
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ASTRO-H instrument: Soft Gamma-ray Detector (SGD)

• Narrow-field Si/CdTe gamma camera using Compton kinematics.

• Sensitive in 40-600 keV with ultimately low background achieved by 
a well-type shield.

• Polarization cal also be measured for >60 keV.
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ASTRO-H science: Clusters of galaxies

• We know that clusters, biggest and latest collapsed objects, are not 
static, but dynamic.

15

ter typically follows a functional form described
by Navarro, Frenk, White (20), also known as
the NFW profile. We used the data from the NW
arm of the Perseus Cluster, which appears dy-
namically relaxed, to determine the best-fit total
mass profile, assuming an NFW form (SOM text).

The best-fit mass model parameters are typical
of those predicted from numerical simulations;
the NFW model provides a good description of
the Suzaku data.

Measuring the total mass profile allowed us
to calculate the virial radius of the cluster, r200 =

1.79 T 0.04 Mpc, the corresponding enclosed
total mass M200 = 6.65+0.43−0.46 × 1014 solar
masses, and the cumulative gas mass and gas
mass-to-total mass fraction, fgas, as a function
of radius (Fig. 4). At relatively small radii of 0.2
to 0.3 r200, the measured fgas value is in good
agreement with direct measurements from the
Chandra X-ray Observatory (5) and measure-
ments of the Sunyaev-Zel'dovich (SZ) effect (21)
for two large samples of galaxy clusters. At about
half of r200, the integrated gas mass fraction
reaches the cosmic mean value computed from
the CMB (22), considering that on average 12%
of the baryons are in stars (23, 24) and the rest
are in the hot x-ray–emitting gas phase. Outside
2/3 of the virial radius, where the entropy also
deviates from the expected power law behav-
ior, we find that the apparent fgas exceeds the
cosmic mean baryon fraction measured from
the CMB (22).

The most plausible explanation for this ap-
parent excess of baryons at large radius is gas
clumping. In the x-rays, the directly measurable
quantity from the intensity of the bremsstrah-
lung emission is the average of the square of
the electron density, < ne

2 >, rather than < ne > .
If the density is not uniform (that is, the gas is
clumpy), which is expected to occur as matter
falls into the cluster, the average electron density
estimated from the bremsstrahlung intensity will
overestimate the true average, affecting the gas
density, gas mass fraction, entropy, and pressure
profiles.

Outside the central region, and inside the ra-
dius where clumping becomes important, the
measured fgas profile shows good agreement
with recent numerical simulations (25), where
a semianalytic model was used to calculate the
energy transferred to the intracluster gas by su-
pernovae and active galactic nuclei during the
galaxy formation process. This model did not
include a realistic implementation of gas cool-
ing and does not capture the complex processes
in the central cool core of the cluster; the model
is therefore not plotted in this region. Extrapolat-
ing this model into the outskirts where clump-
ing is important, we used its predictions together
with the measured fgas to determine by how
much the electron density must be overestimated
to produce the difference between the data and
the model. This factor (plotted in green in the
bottom panel of Fig. 4) reaches a value of up to
4 in the last annulus centered around the virial
radius. The dense clumps are likely to be infall-
ing and may be confined by ram pressure.

Correcting the electron density using this fac-
tor, and accordingly the entropy and pressure
profiles, we obtained the red lines shown in Fig.
3. The clumping-corrected entropy profile along
the NWarm is consistent with the expected power-
law profile. Moreover, the clumping-corrected
pressure is also consistent with that expected by
extrapolating the average profile of a sample of
clusters previously studied with XMM-Newton
(19). The corrected electron density decreases

Fig. 3. Deprojected electron den-
sity (ne), entropy (K), and pressure
(P) profiles toward the NW (red data
points) and E (blue data points).
The red line shows the NW profiles
corrected for clumping. The expected
entropy profile from simulations of
gravitational collapse (17, 18) is a
power law with index b ~ 1.1, over-
plotted as a black dotted line in the
entropy panel. The average profile
of a sample of clusters previously
studied with the XMM-Newton sat-
ellite within ~0.5 r200 (19) is shown
with a solid black curve in the pres-
sure panel; its extrapolation to r200
is shown with a dotted black line.

Fig. 4. The integrated, en-
closed gas mass fraction
profile for the NW arm.
The cosmic baryon frac-
tion from WMAP7 (22) is
indicated by the horizon-
tal dashed black line; ac-
counting for 12% of the
baryons being in stars
(23, 24) gives the expected
fraction of baryons in the
hot gas phase, shown as a
solid black line. The val-
ues previously measured
for a sample of relaxed clus-
ters at smaller radii with
Chandra (5) are shown
with blue dots. Predictions
from numerical simulations
(25) are shown in green.
The bottom panel shows
by how much the electron
density should be over-
estimated in each annu-
lus because of clumping,
in order for the cumulative
fgas not to exceed the cor-
respondingly colored curves in the plot above.
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SXS

ASTRO-H science: Clusters of galaxies
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SXS FOV

SXI FOV

SXS Simulation
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• ASTRO-H investigates the bulk or 
turbulent speed, non-equilibrium in 
spectra and non-thermal emission.
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ASTRO-H science: Clusters of galaxies

• By determining non-thermal energy, ASTRO-H will measure the energy and 
mass of the clusters more accurately.

• Precise mass measurement is crucial for use of X-ray cluster 
measurements as a cosmology probe.

17
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Astro-H science: Supernova remnants

• Combination of hard X-ray imaging, wide-band spectra and high-
resolution spectra will provide crucial clues for understanding the 
mechanism of shock acceleration in SNRs.

18

F. Aharonian et al.: Deep HESS observations of RX J1713.7−3946 239
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Fig. 2. Two versions of the combined HESS image from the 2004 and 2005 data. Shown is in both cases an acceptance-corrected gamma-ray
excess image. The images are smoothed with a Gaussian of 2′. A simulated point source as it would appear in this data set is shown in the lower
left-hand corner of both images (labeled PSF). It is smoothed with the same Gaussian, the σ of 2′ is denoted as black circle in the insets. The
linear colour scale is in units of excess counts per smoothing radius. Note that for the 2005 data, only data recorded at zenith angles less than 60◦
are taken into account. On the left-hand side, the overlaid light-gray contours illustrate the significance of the different features. The levels are at 8,
18, and 24σ. The significance at each position has been calculated for a point-source scenario, integrating events in a circle of 0.1◦ radius around
that position. On the right-hand side, ASCA contours are drawn as black lines (1−3 keV, from Uchiyama et al. 2002) for comparison.

(normalisation α = 1.11). Hence, 6702 gamma-ray excess events
are measured with a statistical significance of 48σ. An angular
resolution of 0.06◦ (3.6′) is achieved. For comparison, the res-
olution obtained with the standard geometrical reconstruction
method and a three-telescope multiplicity is 0.07◦ with similar
event statistics. With a two-telescope multiplicity cut, the reso-
lution with the standard reconstruction is 0.08◦ (with 28879 ON,
16070 OFF events, α = 1.1, and a significance of 53σ).

The image in Fig. 2 confirms nicely the published HESS
measurements (Aharonian et al. 2004b, 2006b), with 20% bet-
ter angular resolution and increased statistics. The shell of
RX J1713.7−3946, somewhat thick and asymmetric, is clearly
visible and almost closed. As can be seen from the left-hand side
of the figure, when integrating signal and background events in
a circle of 0.1◦ radius around each trial point-source position,
significant gamma-ray emission is found throughout the whole
remnant. Even in the seemingly void south-eastern region it ex-
ceeds a level of 8 standard deviations. The gamma-ray brightest
parts are located in the north and west of the SNR. The similarity
of gamma-ray and X-ray morphology, which was already inves-
tigated in detail in Aharonian et al. (2006b) for the 2004 HESS
data, is again demonstrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 2,
where ASCA X-ray contours are overlaid on the HESS image.

5. Gamma-ray spectrum

The gamma-ray spectra measured with HESS in three consecu-
tive years are compared to each other in Fig. 3. The 2003 spec-
trum is obtained from an ON/OFF analysis, with the set of spe-
cial two-telescope cuts mentioned above. Note that these cuts
were also applied to obtain the spectrum shown in Fig. 3 of
Aharonian et al. (2004b), which stops at 10 TeV. Here, how-
ever, the 2003 spectrum extends to energies beyond 30 TeV.

1 Note that pure ON runs with wobble offsets <0.7◦ are included in
Data set I (cf. Table 1) and hence α > 1.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of HESS spectra from the years 2003, 2004,
and 2005 (Data set II, Table 1). The three spectra are shown in an
energy-flux representation – flux points have been multiplied by E2.
The black curve is shown for reference. It is the best fit of a power law
with exponential cutoff to the combined data, where the cutoff is taken
to the power of β = 0.5: dN/dE = I0 E−Γ exp

(
−(E/Ec) β=0.5

)
. Note that

flux points are corrected for the degradation of the optical efficiency of
the system. The energy threshold of ∼1 TeV in the 2003 data is due to
the two-telescope operation mode and the application of a stringent cut
on the minimum camera image size.

The difference between the two analyses is the energy range of
simulations used to generate effective gamma-ray detection ar-
eas (needed for spectral analysis). In the old analysis, gamma
rays were simulated up to 20 TeV, permitting energy reconstruc-
tion only up to ∼10 TeV (allowing for a maximum reconstruc-
tion bias of 10%). Here, in the present analysis, simulations up
to 100 TeV are available for zenith angles smaller than 60◦, up
to 200 TeV for angles from 60◦ to 63◦, and up to 400 TeV for

RXJ1713.7-3946 in TeV gamma rays 
(color) and soft X-rays (contour)

Aharonian et al. A&A 424 235

ASTRO-H will reveal hard X-ray nature
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ASTRO-H science: Black holes and hard X-ray BGD

• HXI sensitivity is ~x100 better than Suzaku.

• Hidden super-massive blackholes will be revealed.

• 30-50% of the hard X-ray background will be resolved.

19

NeXT limit
̃40-50% XRB

Ueda+ 03
ASTRO-H HXT/HXI

(300 ks for 1x1025 cm-2)

100 ks exposure
ASTRO-H
NuSTAR

30-50% of HXB
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Synergy with eROSITA

• Accurate/precise measurements with ASTRO-H is fully 
complementary to surveys with eROSITA.

20

eROSITA on SRG

• Launch: 2013
• Energy range: 

    0.5-10 keV
• ! E: 138 eV
• FOV: 1 deg "

ASTRO-H
• Launch: 2014
• Energy range: 

    0.3-600 keV
• ! E: 7 eV (SXS)
• FOV: 3’x3’ (SXS)
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Science synergy with eROSITA : Clusters of galaxies

21
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Figure 9: Examples of cluster data used in recent cosmological work. Top: Measured mass functions of
clusters at low and high redshifts are compared with predictions of a flat, ΛCDM model and an open model
without dark energy (from Vikhlinin et al. 2009b). Bottom: fgas(z) measurements for relaxed clusters are
compared for a Ωm = 0.3, ΩΛ = 0.7, h = 0.7 model (left, consistent with the expectation of no evolution) and
a Ωm = 1.0, ΩΛ = 0.0, h = 0.5 model (right; from Allen et al. 2008). For purposes of illustration, cosmology-
dependent derived quantities are shown (mass and fgas); in practice, model predictions are compared with
cosmology-independent measurements.

cosmological models. In particular, an open universe with no dark energy clearly under-predicts the evolution
of the mass function over the redshift range of the data.

The optically selected maxBCG sample (Koester et al. 2007) employed by Rozo et al. (2010) probes a
different part of the cluster population; it is restricted to lower redshifts than the X-ray samples described
above (0.1 < z < 0.3), but extends to lower masses (M500 > 7 × 1013 M!). This lower effective mass limit,
which changes less strongly with redshift compared to X-ray surveys, makes the maxBCG sample significantly
larger than the others, with > 104 clusters divided into 9 bins based on optical richness. Mean masses for 5
richness ranges were estimated through a weak gravitational lensing analysis of stacked clusters, providing
information from which to constrain the richness–mass relation. The cosmological analysis accounts for the
covariance between cluster counts in each richness bin and the mean lensing mass estimates.

The results obtained by these three groups on flat ΛCDM and constant w models are summarized in
Table 2. Note that, for the two works which fit w models, the results on Ωm and σ8 are dominated by the
low-redshift data and so are not degraded noticeably by the introduction of w as a free parameter; thus all
three sets of constraints are directly comparable. The agreement between the different works, as well as
others listed in Table 2, is encouraging; in particular, the close agreement in the constraints on σ8 reflects
the relatively recent convergence in cluster mass estimates using different techniques, and our improved
understanding of the relevant systematics (Section 3.3; see also, e.g., Henry et al. 2009). Importantly, the

26

• eROSITA is a powerful 
tool to constrain 
cosmological 
parameters by detecting 
~100,000 clusters.

• Precise mass 
determination is crucial 
to use X-ray 
observations as a 
cosmological probe.

• Understanding gas 
dynamics of clusters by 
ASTRO-H SXS and non-
thermal energy by 
ASTRO-H HXI is 
essentially important.

Allen et al., ARAA 49, 409
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Science synergy with eROSITA: Galactic emission

• eROSITA will provide far better all-sky 
map data.

• Soft X-ray band is dominated by thermal 
emission in our Galaxy and solar wind 
charge exchange (SWCX) induced 
emission in the solar system.

• ASTRO-H SXS is capable of 
distinguishing thermal and SWCX 
emission by diagnosing OVII triplets.

22

Due to the lack of  effective area coved by SXS-SXT, it is hard to significantly detect the Galactic Halo
(~0.2 keV, GH), Local Hot Bubble (~0.1 keV, LHB) and SWCX blended diffuse emission during a single 
observation ~100ksec. Then, here we assume the case accumulating many observations toward various 
blank field sky, and how long is it enough to detect the resonance/forbidden line ratio anomaly to that of  
CIE plasma by SWCX induced emission. Simulation spectrum were extracted as follow :

I =
1
4π

� LOS

0

�(r) dr

Heliospheric Solar Wind Charge Exchange 
 emission observed with Astro-H SXS

Energy differences between OVII and OVIII centroids 
observed by CCD detectors (Suzaku XIS/XMM MOS) are 
larger than that  of  thermal plasma (Koutroumpa+, 2010).
▶ CX emission has large amount in NPS line emission.

1. Introduction

H. Yoshitake (ISAS/JAXA)

3. Simulation of  the SWCX induced emission 

2. Differences of  He-like triplet structures between CIE plasma and Charge Exchange

3.1 Neutral Atom Distribution in the Heliosphere

4. OVII triplet lines expected from blank field sky observations

Fig. 4 Simulation of  the neutral atom 
distributions in the Heliosphere within 
20 AU from the Sun. Both cross-section 
view show the distribution sliced at 
Ecliptic plane. X/Y -axis is directed 
winter solstice/spring equinox direction.
Calculation uses “Classical Hot 
Model” (Fahr71) that assumes the 
incident interstellar flow is settled in 
thermodynamical equilibrium.  

Hydrogen

Fine structures of  the He-like triplet lines induced by SWCX emission are quite different from CIE plasma. Diagnostic Example : Neutral dens region in the North Polar Spur 

Can we also make OVII triplet ratio diagnoses to the heliospheric SWCX/ Milky way Halo or 
Local Hot Bubble thermal plasma blended emission observed toward blank field sky?

Collision Frequency between solar wind ions and interstellar neutrals :

= R(XQ+,H)(r) + R(XQ+,He)(r)

RXQ+(r) = NXQ+(r) · vrel ·
�
σ(H,XQ+)nH(r) + σ(He,XQ+)nHe(r)

�

 ion density relative velocity cross section neutral density

First, we need to predict neutral distributions carried by interstellar flow in the heliosphere.  
Assuming that Astro-H will be launched in 2014, parameters related to the solar activity 
(ionization or charge-exchange rate, and the ratio between solar gravity to radiation pressure) 
are set to the solar maximum condition estimated from Cycle 23th. Distribution of  H and 
He are quite different due to the effect of  gravitational potential of  the Sun (See Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 Example of  the neutral spices 
and  SWCX induced OVII emissivity  
distributions in Line Of  Sight.
 
Results show in the case of  Lockman 
Hole direction ( ! = 137.1°, " = 45.1°).

Total intensity of  the forbidden line : 

1.61 = 0.75 (H)  +  0.86 (He)    [LU]
Intensity for line of  sight : 

Total emissivity per volume : 

photon yield

�hν(r) = Y(hν,H)R(XQ+,H)(r) + Y(hν,He)R(XQ+,He)(r) .

Form the spectrum fitting, longer than 500ksec observation is required for 3# confidence level detection !

... However there are no significant 
evidences of  SWCX emission with 
neutrals in the interplanetary field (namely 
the Heliosphere), though some models 
predicts (Koutroumpa+, 2006). This is 
why true picture of  the SXDB under 1keV 
is masked by the heliospheric SWCX, and 
physical properties of  thermal plasma 
bounded in our Galaxy (Milky way Halo 
and Local Hot Bubble) are still unclear.

Abstract
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The Soft Diffuse X-ray Background (SXDB) below 1keV is considered as the superposition of  emission from 0.1~0.2 keV hot 
plasma bounded in our Galaxy (Local Hot Bubble or Halo) and solar wind charge exchange (SWCX) induced emission. 
Though it is difficult to separate them with CCD energy resolution, high resolution spectroscopy via SXS makes us possible to 
undertake fine structure diagnostics of  He-like triplet lines between them. In this poster, we focused on the OVII triplet lines, 
and concluded that to confirm the contribution of  Heliospheric SWCX emission to the SXDB, more than 500 ksec exposure 
accumulation is required for the detection of  R/F ratio anomaly with respected to CIE plasma with 3# confidence level. 

19-21th,  Aug., 2010, Minakami Onsen, Japan

Fig. 6  (Left) Simulated SWCX & CIE plasma blended spectra with their best fit model around 
OVII k$ emission lines (Exposure=500ksec).
Fig. 7 (Right) Exposure v.s. expected OVII Resonance/Forbidden intensity ratio.

By using the shadowing region via MBM12 (NH = 4.0!1021 cm2), we can estimate the emission from very 
local components, <~100 pc from the Sun. According to the Suzaku observation, large amount of  OVII 
emission is thought to be originated from the heliospheric  SWCX emission(Koutroumpa+08). SWCX 
OVII forbidden line intensity is predicted ~1.60 LU at Solar Maximum by our model. 
Next, we generated only SWCX OVII spectra expected toward MBM12 and check the significance levels 
of  their intensities with respect to exposure.

1. In Yoshino+09, they analyzed all 14 blank sky fields with Suzaku. Using their results, we generated 
mock spectra of  LHB, GH, and Cosmic X-ray Background convolved with SXS response by 
averaging their best-fit emission models. However, to avoid the strong SWCX emission in low 
ecliptic latitude enhanced by the slow solar wind, and Galactic emission toward Galactic center,  we 
chose 10 fields where :  | " | > 40°  &  | l | > 60°.

 2. Average SWCX OVII line expected toward these fields during Solar Maximum are calculated by 
using the model in Sec.4 and added to the mock spectrum. 

G. Branduardi-R. et al, A&A, 424, 331, 2004. 
H. J. Fahr, A&A, 14, 263, 1971.
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Self Consistent solution
 dependence2r

Observation Information :
Observation DOY : 150
Object name : Lockman_Hole_uw

° = 137.13$Ecliptic longitude :  
° = 45.17%Ecliptic latitude :  

SWCX calculation result :
OVII intensity : 1.61 LU = 0.75 LU (H) + 0.86 LU (He)

100ksec exposure is enough to identify the 
strong forbidden triplet structure !

Charge exchange reactions between 
highly ionized atoms and neutrals emit 
EUV/X-ray photons. Since the first 
discovery of  SWCX emission from 
Comet Hyakutake, soft X-ray image and 
spectroscopy are well developed for the 
case of  interaction with neutrals in the 
planetary atmosphere, or comets.

Comet Hyakutake 
(1996 ROSAT)

4 G. Branduardi-Raymont et al.: First observation of Jupiter by XMM-Newton

Fig. 5. Smoothed EPIC-pn image of Jupiter (2.9′′ pixels);
North is to the top and East to the left; colour code: red -
0.2−0.5 keV, green - 0.5−0.7 keV, blue - 0.7−2.0 keV. A gratic-
ule showing Jupiter’s orientation with 30◦ intervals in latitude
and longitude is overlaid. The circular mark indicates the sub-
solar point; the sub-Earth point is at the centre of the graticule.

A search for periodic behaviour at shorter timescales (e.g.
the ∼45 min oscillations observed by Chandra in December
2000) shows that there are individual peaks in the power spec-
trum below 200 min (see Fig. 3), but that they are not signifi-
cant: we proved this by taking the N spot lightcurve, randomly
populating the data bins (of 240 s each) and generating the
events amplitude spectra. This was repeated 100 times, with
the result that no peak in the observed data is greater than the
general noise in the simulated data. A separate power spectrum
analysis of the section of the lightcurve between 2×104 and
4×104 s into the observation (which shows a ’burst’-type be-
haviour) also does not produce any significant peak. Amplitude
analysis of the EPIC-MOS data produces results consistent
with those from the pn.

We conclude that the ∼45 min oscillations observed by
Chandra in December 2000 were not present, or were below
the level of detectability, during the XMM-Newton observation
of April 2003. It is worth pointing out that subjecting the XMM-
Newton data to the same analysis carried out on the Chandra
data shows a very similar level of amplitude noise at periods
shorter than ∼30 min.

4. EPIC spectral analysis

Fig. 5 shows a smoothed EPIC-pn colour image of Jupiter
(where red corresponds to 0.2−0.5 keV, green to 0.5−0.7 keV
and blue to 0.7−2.0 keV) which clearly demonstrates that the
equatorial disk emission is harder than that of the auroral spots.

EPIC-pn, MOS1 and 2 spectra for Jupiter’s auroral spots
and disk were extracted using the SAS task xmmselect, se-
lecting only good quality (FLAG = 0) events. The appropri-
ate percentage of disk events (see Sect. 3) was then subtracted
from the auroral spectra, after normalising to the different ar-
eas of the extraction regions. No background was subtracted
from the disk spectrum. The resulting spectra were combined

to produce integrated EPIC spectra for the North and South
spots and the equatorial disk region; finally the spectra were
binned so as to have a S/N ratio greater than 3σ (North spot)
or at least 20 counts (South spot and equator) in each bin: in
this way the χ2 minimisation technique is applicable in the fits.
The spectra were fitted, using XSPEC v. 11.3.0, in the energy
range 0.2−2 keV, which contains essentially all the signal from
Jupiter. Response matrices and auxiliary response files for the
three EPIC cameras and each of Jupiter’s three regions were
built using the SAS tasks rmfgen and arfgen. Since most or
all of the flux comes from inside the extraction boxes and there
is no source flux from outside the boxes falling into them, we
adopted the point source option in arfgen, because this will
produce a better approximation of the real flux. The response
matrices for the three EPIC cameras were then combined (fol-
lowing Page et al. 2003) before being convolved with the spec-
tral models in the fitting procedure for each region of the planet.

4.1. North and South auroral spots

A mekal coronal plasma model and models comprising a num-
ber of Gaussian emission lines, with and without a continuum
component, were tried.

The best mekal fits to the auroral regions are obtained for
a temperature of ∼0.2 keV with solar abundances, but the val-
ues of χ2/d.o.f. are very high (106/44 and 59/25 for the North
and South spots respectively): the overall shape of the model
is a poor match to the observed spectrum and the sharp peak at
∼0.6 keV. For both auroral regions the best fit (χ2/d.o.f.= 46/40
and 20/21 for North and South spot respectively) is found with
a power law continuum and five Gaussian emission lines corre-
sponding to CVI Lyα (0.37 keV), the OVII triplet (0.57 keV),
OVIII Lyα (0.65 keV), a combination of higher order OVII
transitions (effective energy 0.69 keV) and a blend of higher
order OVIII lines (effective energy 0.80 keV). The energies of
the lines were fixed in the fits and their intrinsic widths were set
to zero (the latter are found to be below the EPIC resolution, or
consistent with zero, if they are allowed to vary in the fits).

The relevant best fit parameters (with errors; these are
quoted at 90% confidence throughout the paper) are given in
Table 1; data, best fit model and the contribution of each bin
to the χ2 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the North and the
South spot respectively. The measured 0.3−2.0 keV flux is 5.6
× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 for the North spot, and 2.1 × 10−14 erg
cm−2 s−1 for the South.

We explored the possibility that CV (0.31 keV) rather than
CVI emission may be present at the low energy end of the
spectra by letting the energy of the line free in the fits: for the
North spot we find a best fit energy of 0.36±0.02 keV (χ2/d.o.f.
= 45/39); fixing the line at 0.31 keV gives a much worse fit
with χ2/d.o.f. = 53/40. For the South spot, the best fit energy
is 0.33+0.02

−0.03 (χ
2/d.o.f. = 17/20), marginally consistent with CV

emission; the rather poor statistical quality of the data, though,
makes line discrimination uncertain.

With a view at establishing the origin (solar wind or inner
magnetosphere) of the ions responsible for the X-ray produc-
tion in the auroral spots, we checked whether the carbon emis-

Jovian Aurora
(2003 XMM)

Fig. 1 SWCX emission reacted with 
cometary/planetary atmosphere.

~100 AU

Fig. 2 Schematic view of  Heliosphere.

Fig. 8 Simulated SWCX spectra toward MBM12 
with their best fit model around OVII k$ 
emission lines (Exposure=100ksec).

Inserted contour shows confidence levels 
between the line centroid and intensity of  OVII 
forbidden line.
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2 3P1 − 1 1S0

Forbidden  :  Intercombination  :  Resonance

CIE Plasma ! forbidden line dominant
Charge Exchange ! resonance line dominant

Theoretical OVII triplet ratio

2 1P1 − 1 1S02 3S1 − 1 1S0

561.1 eV           568.65 eV              574.0 eV

= 

%  100   :   25.4   :   127.6  (0.1keV APEC)
%  100   :   24.6   :   165.3  (0.2keV APEC) 
%  100   :   16.0   :   9.3       (Charge Exchange)

Helium

He Focusing Cone

3.2 Estimation of  Heliospheric SWCX induced emission lines
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 dependence2r

Observation Information :
Observation DOY : 150
Object name : Lockman_Hole_uw

° = 137.13$Ecliptic longitude :  
° = 45.17%Ecliptic latitude :  

SWCX calculation result :
OVII intensity : 1.61 LU = 0.75 LU (H) + 0.86 LU (He)
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Fig. 2 RASS 3/4keV map.
Non-zero emission from high latitude 
region except Galactic center is thought to 
be the contribution of  heliospheric SWCX.

Using the neutral distributions, line intensity induced by SWCX are calculated as follow:

photons/s/cm2/str := Line Unit [LU]

CASE1 : Accumulated Observations Spectra 

CASE2 : Shadowing Region Toward MBM12   ( " = 47.2° ,  # = 2.6° ) 

ROSAT All Sky Survey (3/4 keV)

Due to the lack of  effective area coved by SXS-SXT, it is hard to significantly detect the Galactic Halo
(~0.2 keV, GH), Local Hot Bubble (~0.1 keV, LHB) and SWCX blended diffuse emission during a single 
observation ~100ksec. Then, here we assume the case accumulating many observations toward various 
blank field sky, and how long is it enough to detect the resonance/forbidden line ratio anomaly to that of  
CIE plasma by SWCX induced emission. Simulation spectrum were extracted as follow :

I =
1
4π

� LOS

0

�(r) dr

Heliospheric Solar Wind Charge Exchange 
 emission observed with Astro-H SXS

Energy differences between OVII and OVIII centroids 
observed by CCD detectors (Suzaku XIS/XMM MOS) are 
larger than that  of  thermal plasma (Koutroumpa+, 2010).
▶ CX emission has large amount in NPS line emission.

1. Introduction

H. Yoshitake (ISAS/JAXA)

3. Simulation of  the SWCX induced emission 

2. Differences of  He-like triplet structures between CIE plasma and Charge Exchange

3.1 Neutral Atom Distribution in the Heliosphere

4. OVII triplet lines expected from blank field sky observations

Fig. 4 Simulation of  the neutral atom 
distributions in the Heliosphere within 
20 AU from the Sun. Both cross-section 
view show the distribution sliced at 
Ecliptic plane. X/Y -axis is directed 
winter solstice/spring equinox direction.
Calculation uses “Classical Hot 
Model” (Fahr71) that assumes the 
incident interstellar flow is settled in 
thermodynamical equilibrium.  

Hydrogen

Fine structures of  the He-like triplet lines induced by SWCX emission are quite different from CIE plasma. Diagnostic Example : Neutral dens region in the North Polar Spur 

Can we also make OVII triplet ratio diagnoses to the heliospheric SWCX/ Milky way Halo or 
Local Hot Bubble thermal plasma blended emission observed toward blank field sky?

Collision Frequency between solar wind ions and interstellar neutrals :

= R(XQ+,H)(r) + R(XQ+,He)(r)

RXQ+(r) = NXQ+(r) · vrel ·
�
σ(H,XQ+)nH(r) + σ(He,XQ+)nHe(r)

�

 ion density relative velocity cross section neutral density

First, we need to predict neutral distributions carried by interstellar flow in the heliosphere.  
Assuming that Astro-H will be launched in 2014, parameters related to the solar activity 
(ionization or charge-exchange rate, and the ratio between solar gravity to radiation pressure) 
are set to the solar maximum condition estimated from Cycle 23th. Distribution of  H and 
He are quite different due to the effect of  gravitational potential of  the Sun (See Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 Example of  the neutral spices 
and  SWCX induced OVII emissivity  
distributions in Line Of  Sight.
 
Results show in the case of  Lockman 
Hole direction ( ! = 137.1°, " = 45.1°).

Total intensity of  the forbidden line : 

1.61 = 0.75 (H)  +  0.86 (He)    [LU]
Intensity for line of  sight : 

Total emissivity per volume : 

photon yield

�hν(r) = Y(hν,H)R(XQ+,H)(r) + Y(hν,He)R(XQ+,He)(r) .

Form the spectrum fitting, longer than 500ksec observation is required for 3# confidence level detection !

... However there are no significant 
evidences of  SWCX emission with 
neutrals in the interplanetary field (namely 
the Heliosphere), though some models 
predicts (Koutroumpa+, 2006). This is 
why true picture of  the SXDB under 1keV 
is masked by the heliospheric SWCX, and 
physical properties of  thermal plasma 
bounded in our Galaxy (Milky way Halo 
and Local Hot Bubble) are still unclear.
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The Soft Diffuse X-ray Background (SXDB) below 1keV is considered as the superposition of  emission from 0.1~0.2 keV hot 
plasma bounded in our Galaxy (Local Hot Bubble or Halo) and solar wind charge exchange (SWCX) induced emission. 
Though it is difficult to separate them with CCD energy resolution, high resolution spectroscopy via SXS makes us possible to 
undertake fine structure diagnostics of  He-like triplet lines between them. In this poster, we focused on the OVII triplet lines, 
and concluded that to confirm the contribution of  Heliospheric SWCX emission to the SXDB, more than 500 ksec exposure 
accumulation is required for the detection of  R/F ratio anomaly with respected to CIE plasma with 3# confidence level. 

19-21th,  Aug., 2010, Minakami Onsen, Japan

Fig. 6  (Left) Simulated SWCX & CIE plasma blended spectra with their best fit model around 
OVII k$ emission lines (Exposure=500ksec).
Fig. 7 (Right) Exposure v.s. expected OVII Resonance/Forbidden intensity ratio.

By using the shadowing region via MBM12 (NH = 4.0!1021 cm2), we can estimate the emission from very 
local components, <~100 pc from the Sun. According to the Suzaku observation, large amount of  OVII 
emission is thought to be originated from the heliospheric  SWCX emission(Koutroumpa+08). SWCX 
OVII forbidden line intensity is predicted ~1.60 LU at Solar Maximum by our model. 
Next, we generated only SWCX OVII spectra expected toward MBM12 and check the significance levels 
of  their intensities with respect to exposure.

1. In Yoshino+09, they analyzed all 14 blank sky fields with Suzaku. Using their results, we generated 
mock spectra of  LHB, GH, and Cosmic X-ray Background convolved with SXS response by 
averaging their best-fit emission models. However, to avoid the strong SWCX emission in low 
ecliptic latitude enhanced by the slow solar wind, and Galactic emission toward Galactic center,  we 
chose 10 fields where :  | " | > 40°  &  | l | > 60°.

 2. Average SWCX OVII line expected toward these fields during Solar Maximum are calculated by 
using the model in Sec.4 and added to the mock spectrum. 
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Observation Information :
Observation DOY : 150
Object name : Lockman_Hole_uw

° = 137.13$Ecliptic longitude :  
° = 45.17%Ecliptic latitude :  

SWCX calculation result :
OVII intensity : 1.61 LU = 0.75 LU (H) + 0.86 LU (He)

100ksec exposure is enough to identify the 
strong forbidden triplet structure !

Charge exchange reactions between 
highly ionized atoms and neutrals emit 
EUV/X-ray photons. Since the first 
discovery of  SWCX emission from 
Comet Hyakutake, soft X-ray image and 
spectroscopy are well developed for the 
case of  interaction with neutrals in the 
planetary atmosphere, or comets.

Comet Hyakutake 
(1996 ROSAT)

4 G. Branduardi-Raymont et al.: First observation of Jupiter by XMM-Newton

Fig. 5. Smoothed EPIC-pn image of Jupiter (2.9′′ pixels);
North is to the top and East to the left; colour code: red -
0.2−0.5 keV, green - 0.5−0.7 keV, blue - 0.7−2.0 keV. A gratic-
ule showing Jupiter’s orientation with 30◦ intervals in latitude
and longitude is overlaid. The circular mark indicates the sub-
solar point; the sub-Earth point is at the centre of the graticule.

A search for periodic behaviour at shorter timescales (e.g.
the ∼45 min oscillations observed by Chandra in December
2000) shows that there are individual peaks in the power spec-
trum below 200 min (see Fig. 3), but that they are not signifi-
cant: we proved this by taking the N spot lightcurve, randomly
populating the data bins (of 240 s each) and generating the
events amplitude spectra. This was repeated 100 times, with
the result that no peak in the observed data is greater than the
general noise in the simulated data. A separate power spectrum
analysis of the section of the lightcurve between 2×104 and
4×104 s into the observation (which shows a ’burst’-type be-
haviour) also does not produce any significant peak. Amplitude
analysis of the EPIC-MOS data produces results consistent
with those from the pn.

We conclude that the ∼45 min oscillations observed by
Chandra in December 2000 were not present, or were below
the level of detectability, during the XMM-Newton observation
of April 2003. It is worth pointing out that subjecting the XMM-
Newton data to the same analysis carried out on the Chandra
data shows a very similar level of amplitude noise at periods
shorter than ∼30 min.

4. EPIC spectral analysis

Fig. 5 shows a smoothed EPIC-pn colour image of Jupiter
(where red corresponds to 0.2−0.5 keV, green to 0.5−0.7 keV
and blue to 0.7−2.0 keV) which clearly demonstrates that the
equatorial disk emission is harder than that of the auroral spots.

EPIC-pn, MOS1 and 2 spectra for Jupiter’s auroral spots
and disk were extracted using the SAS task xmmselect, se-
lecting only good quality (FLAG = 0) events. The appropri-
ate percentage of disk events (see Sect. 3) was then subtracted
from the auroral spectra, after normalising to the different ar-
eas of the extraction regions. No background was subtracted
from the disk spectrum. The resulting spectra were combined

to produce integrated EPIC spectra for the North and South
spots and the equatorial disk region; finally the spectra were
binned so as to have a S/N ratio greater than 3σ (North spot)
or at least 20 counts (South spot and equator) in each bin: in
this way the χ2 minimisation technique is applicable in the fits.
The spectra were fitted, using XSPEC v. 11.3.0, in the energy
range 0.2−2 keV, which contains essentially all the signal from
Jupiter. Response matrices and auxiliary response files for the
three EPIC cameras and each of Jupiter’s three regions were
built using the SAS tasks rmfgen and arfgen. Since most or
all of the flux comes from inside the extraction boxes and there
is no source flux from outside the boxes falling into them, we
adopted the point source option in arfgen, because this will
produce a better approximation of the real flux. The response
matrices for the three EPIC cameras were then combined (fol-
lowing Page et al. 2003) before being convolved with the spec-
tral models in the fitting procedure for each region of the planet.

4.1. North and South auroral spots

A mekal coronal plasma model and models comprising a num-
ber of Gaussian emission lines, with and without a continuum
component, were tried.

The best mekal fits to the auroral regions are obtained for
a temperature of ∼0.2 keV with solar abundances, but the val-
ues of χ2/d.o.f. are very high (106/44 and 59/25 for the North
and South spots respectively): the overall shape of the model
is a poor match to the observed spectrum and the sharp peak at
∼0.6 keV. For both auroral regions the best fit (χ2/d.o.f.= 46/40
and 20/21 for North and South spot respectively) is found with
a power law continuum and five Gaussian emission lines corre-
sponding to CVI Lyα (0.37 keV), the OVII triplet (0.57 keV),
OVIII Lyα (0.65 keV), a combination of higher order OVII
transitions (effective energy 0.69 keV) and a blend of higher
order OVIII lines (effective energy 0.80 keV). The energies of
the lines were fixed in the fits and their intrinsic widths were set
to zero (the latter are found to be below the EPIC resolution, or
consistent with zero, if they are allowed to vary in the fits).

The relevant best fit parameters (with errors; these are
quoted at 90% confidence throughout the paper) are given in
Table 1; data, best fit model and the contribution of each bin
to the χ2 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the North and the
South spot respectively. The measured 0.3−2.0 keV flux is 5.6
× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 for the North spot, and 2.1 × 10−14 erg
cm−2 s−1 for the South.

We explored the possibility that CV (0.31 keV) rather than
CVI emission may be present at the low energy end of the
spectra by letting the energy of the line free in the fits: for the
North spot we find a best fit energy of 0.36±0.02 keV (χ2/d.o.f.
= 45/39); fixing the line at 0.31 keV gives a much worse fit
with χ2/d.o.f. = 53/40. For the South spot, the best fit energy
is 0.33+0.02

−0.03 (χ
2/d.o.f. = 17/20), marginally consistent with CV

emission; the rather poor statistical quality of the data, though,
makes line discrimination uncertain.

With a view at establishing the origin (solar wind or inner
magnetosphere) of the ions responsible for the X-ray produc-
tion in the auroral spots, we checked whether the carbon emis-

Jovian Aurora
(2003 XMM)

Fig. 1 SWCX emission reacted with 
cometary/planetary atmosphere.

~100 AU

Fig. 2 Schematic view of  Heliosphere.

Fig. 8 Simulated SWCX spectra toward MBM12 
with their best fit model around OVII k$ 
emission lines (Exposure=100ksec).

Inserted contour shows confidence levels 
between the line centroid and intensity of  OVII 
forbidden line.
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2 3P1 − 1 1S0

Forbidden  :  Intercombination  :  Resonance

CIE Plasma ! forbidden line dominant
Charge Exchange ! resonance line dominant

Theoretical OVII triplet ratio

2 1P1 − 1 1S02 3S1 − 1 1S0

561.1 eV           568.65 eV              574.0 eV

= 

%  100   :   25.4   :   127.6  (0.1keV APEC)
%  100   :   24.6   :   165.3  (0.2keV APEC) 
%  100   :   16.0   :   9.3       (Charge Exchange)

Helium

He Focusing Cone

3.2 Estimation of  Heliospheric SWCX induced emission lines
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 dependence2r

Observation Information :
Observation DOY : 150
Object name : Lockman_Hole_uw

° = 137.13$Ecliptic longitude :  
° = 45.17%Ecliptic latitude :  

SWCX calculation result :
OVII intensity : 1.61 LU = 0.75 LU (H) + 0.86 LU (He)

Fig. 2 RASS 3/4keV map.
Non-zero emission from high latitude 
region except Galactic center is thought to 
be the contribution of  heliospheric SWCX.

Using the neutral distributions, line intensity induced by SWCX are calculated as follow:

photons/s/cm2/str := Line Unit [LU]

CASE1 : Accumulated Observations Spectra 

CASE2 : Shadowing Region Toward MBM12   ( " = 47.2° ,  # = 2.6° ) 

Due to the lack of  effective area coved by SXS-SXT, it is hard to significantly detect the Galactic Halo
(~0.2 keV, GH), Local Hot Bubble (~0.1 keV, LHB) and SWCX blended diffuse emission during a single 
observation ~100ksec. Then, here we assume the case accumulating many observations toward various 
blank field sky, and how long is it enough to detect the resonance/forbidden line ratio anomaly to that of  
CIE plasma by SWCX induced emission. Simulation spectrum were extracted as follow :

I =
1
4π

� LOS

0

�(r) dr

Heliospheric Solar Wind Charge Exchange 
 emission observed with Astro-H SXS

Energy differences between OVII and OVIII centroids 
observed by CCD detectors (Suzaku XIS/XMM MOS) are 
larger than that  of  thermal plasma (Koutroumpa+, 2010).
▶ CX emission has large amount in NPS line emission.

1. Introduction

H. Yoshitake (ISAS/JAXA)

3. Simulation of  the SWCX induced emission 

2. Differences of  He-like triplet structures between CIE plasma and Charge Exchange

3.1 Neutral Atom Distribution in the Heliosphere

4. OVII triplet lines expected from blank field sky observations

Fig. 4 Simulation of  the neutral atom 
distributions in the Heliosphere within 
20 AU from the Sun. Both cross-section 
view show the distribution sliced at 
Ecliptic plane. X/Y -axis is directed 
winter solstice/spring equinox direction.
Calculation uses “Classical Hot 
Model” (Fahr71) that assumes the 
incident interstellar flow is settled in 
thermodynamical equilibrium.  

Hydrogen

Fine structures of  the He-like triplet lines induced by SWCX emission are quite different from CIE plasma. Diagnostic Example : Neutral dens region in the North Polar Spur 

Can we also make OVII triplet ratio diagnoses to the heliospheric SWCX/ Milky way Halo or 
Local Hot Bubble thermal plasma blended emission observed toward blank field sky?

Collision Frequency between solar wind ions and interstellar neutrals :

= R(XQ+,H)(r) + R(XQ+,He)(r)

RXQ+(r) = NXQ+(r) · vrel ·
�
σ(H,XQ+)nH(r) + σ(He,XQ+)nHe(r)

�

 ion density relative velocity cross section neutral density

First, we need to predict neutral distributions carried by interstellar flow in the heliosphere.  
Assuming that Astro-H will be launched in 2014, parameters related to the solar activity 
(ionization or charge-exchange rate, and the ratio between solar gravity to radiation pressure) 
are set to the solar maximum condition estimated from Cycle 23th. Distribution of  H and 
He are quite different due to the effect of  gravitational potential of  the Sun (See Fig. 4).

Fig. 5 Example of  the neutral spices 
and  SWCX induced OVII emissivity  
distributions in Line Of  Sight.
 
Results show in the case of  Lockman 
Hole direction ( ! = 137.1°, " = 45.1°).

Total intensity of  the forbidden line : 

1.61 = 0.75 (H)  +  0.86 (He)    [LU]
Intensity for line of  sight : 

Total emissivity per volume : 

photon yield

�hν(r) = Y(hν,H)R(XQ+,H)(r) + Y(hν,He)R(XQ+,He)(r) .

Form the spectrum fitting, longer than 500ksec observation is required for 3# confidence level detection !

... However there are no significant 
evidences of  SWCX emission with 
neutrals in the interplanetary field (namely 
the Heliosphere), though some models 
predicts (Koutroumpa+, 2006). This is 
why true picture of  the SXDB under 1keV 
is masked by the heliospheric SWCX, and 
physical properties of  thermal plasma 
bounded in our Galaxy (Milky way Halo 
and Local Hot Bubble) are still unclear.
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emission models convolved with SXS response.
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The Soft Diffuse X-ray Background (SXDB) below 1keV is considered as the superposition of  emission from 0.1~0.2 keV hot 
plasma bounded in our Galaxy (Local Hot Bubble or Halo) and solar wind charge exchange (SWCX) induced emission. 
Though it is difficult to separate them with CCD energy resolution, high resolution spectroscopy via SXS makes us possible to 
undertake fine structure diagnostics of  He-like triplet lines between them. In this poster, we focused on the OVII triplet lines, 
and concluded that to confirm the contribution of  Heliospheric SWCX emission to the SXDB, more than 500 ksec exposure 
accumulation is required for the detection of  R/F ratio anomaly with respected to CIE plasma with 3# confidence level. 

19-21th,  Aug., 2010, Minakami Onsen, Japan

Fig. 6  (Left) Simulated SWCX & CIE plasma blended spectra with their best fit model around 
OVII k$ emission lines (Exposure=500ksec).
Fig. 7 (Right) Exposure v.s. expected OVII Resonance/Forbidden intensity ratio.

By using the shadowing region via MBM12 (NH = 4.0!1021 cm2), we can estimate the emission from very 
local components, <~100 pc from the Sun. According to the Suzaku observation, large amount of  OVII 
emission is thought to be originated from the heliospheric  SWCX emission(Koutroumpa+08). SWCX 
OVII forbidden line intensity is predicted ~1.60 LU at Solar Maximum by our model. 
Next, we generated only SWCX OVII spectra expected toward MBM12 and check the significance levels 
of  their intensities with respect to exposure.

1. In Yoshino+09, they analyzed all 14 blank sky fields with Suzaku. Using their results, we generated 
mock spectra of  LHB, GH, and Cosmic X-ray Background convolved with SXS response by 
averaging their best-fit emission models. However, to avoid the strong SWCX emission in low 
ecliptic latitude enhanced by the slow solar wind, and Galactic emission toward Galactic center,  we 
chose 10 fields where :  | " | > 40°  &  | l | > 60°.

 2. Average SWCX OVII line expected toward these fields during Solar Maximum are calculated by 
using the model in Sec.4 and added to the mock spectrum. 
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Observation Information :
Observation DOY : 150
Object name : Lockman_Hole_uw

° = 137.13$Ecliptic longitude :  
° = 45.17%Ecliptic latitude :  

SWCX calculation result :
OVII intensity : 1.61 LU = 0.75 LU (H) + 0.86 LU (He)

100ksec exposure is enough to identify the 
strong forbidden triplet structure !

Charge exchange reactions between 
highly ionized atoms and neutrals emit 
EUV/X-ray photons. Since the first 
discovery of  SWCX emission from 
Comet Hyakutake, soft X-ray image and 
spectroscopy are well developed for the 
case of  interaction with neutrals in the 
planetary atmosphere, or comets.

Comet Hyakutake 
(1996 ROSAT)

4 G. Branduardi-Raymont et al.: First observation of Jupiter by XMM-Newton

Fig. 5. Smoothed EPIC-pn image of Jupiter (2.9′′ pixels);
North is to the top and East to the left; colour code: red -
0.2−0.5 keV, green - 0.5−0.7 keV, blue - 0.7−2.0 keV. A gratic-
ule showing Jupiter’s orientation with 30◦ intervals in latitude
and longitude is overlaid. The circular mark indicates the sub-
solar point; the sub-Earth point is at the centre of the graticule.

A search for periodic behaviour at shorter timescales (e.g.
the ∼45 min oscillations observed by Chandra in December
2000) shows that there are individual peaks in the power spec-
trum below 200 min (see Fig. 3), but that they are not signifi-
cant: we proved this by taking the N spot lightcurve, randomly
populating the data bins (of 240 s each) and generating the
events amplitude spectra. This was repeated 100 times, with
the result that no peak in the observed data is greater than the
general noise in the simulated data. A separate power spectrum
analysis of the section of the lightcurve between 2×104 and
4×104 s into the observation (which shows a ’burst’-type be-
haviour) also does not produce any significant peak. Amplitude
analysis of the EPIC-MOS data produces results consistent
with those from the pn.

We conclude that the ∼45 min oscillations observed by
Chandra in December 2000 were not present, or were below
the level of detectability, during the XMM-Newton observation
of April 2003. It is worth pointing out that subjecting the XMM-
Newton data to the same analysis carried out on the Chandra
data shows a very similar level of amplitude noise at periods
shorter than ∼30 min.

4. EPIC spectral analysis

Fig. 5 shows a smoothed EPIC-pn colour image of Jupiter
(where red corresponds to 0.2−0.5 keV, green to 0.5−0.7 keV
and blue to 0.7−2.0 keV) which clearly demonstrates that the
equatorial disk emission is harder than that of the auroral spots.

EPIC-pn, MOS1 and 2 spectra for Jupiter’s auroral spots
and disk were extracted using the SAS task xmmselect, se-
lecting only good quality (FLAG = 0) events. The appropri-
ate percentage of disk events (see Sect. 3) was then subtracted
from the auroral spectra, after normalising to the different ar-
eas of the extraction regions. No background was subtracted
from the disk spectrum. The resulting spectra were combined

to produce integrated EPIC spectra for the North and South
spots and the equatorial disk region; finally the spectra were
binned so as to have a S/N ratio greater than 3σ (North spot)
or at least 20 counts (South spot and equator) in each bin: in
this way the χ2 minimisation technique is applicable in the fits.
The spectra were fitted, using XSPEC v. 11.3.0, in the energy
range 0.2−2 keV, which contains essentially all the signal from
Jupiter. Response matrices and auxiliary response files for the
three EPIC cameras and each of Jupiter’s three regions were
built using the SAS tasks rmfgen and arfgen. Since most or
all of the flux comes from inside the extraction boxes and there
is no source flux from outside the boxes falling into them, we
adopted the point source option in arfgen, because this will
produce a better approximation of the real flux. The response
matrices for the three EPIC cameras were then combined (fol-
lowing Page et al. 2003) before being convolved with the spec-
tral models in the fitting procedure for each region of the planet.

4.1. North and South auroral spots

A mekal coronal plasma model and models comprising a num-
ber of Gaussian emission lines, with and without a continuum
component, were tried.

The best mekal fits to the auroral regions are obtained for
a temperature of ∼0.2 keV with solar abundances, but the val-
ues of χ2/d.o.f. are very high (106/44 and 59/25 for the North
and South spots respectively): the overall shape of the model
is a poor match to the observed spectrum and the sharp peak at
∼0.6 keV. For both auroral regions the best fit (χ2/d.o.f.= 46/40
and 20/21 for North and South spot respectively) is found with
a power law continuum and five Gaussian emission lines corre-
sponding to CVI Lyα (0.37 keV), the OVII triplet (0.57 keV),
OVIII Lyα (0.65 keV), a combination of higher order OVII
transitions (effective energy 0.69 keV) and a blend of higher
order OVIII lines (effective energy 0.80 keV). The energies of
the lines were fixed in the fits and their intrinsic widths were set
to zero (the latter are found to be below the EPIC resolution, or
consistent with zero, if they are allowed to vary in the fits).

The relevant best fit parameters (with errors; these are
quoted at 90% confidence throughout the paper) are given in
Table 1; data, best fit model and the contribution of each bin
to the χ2 are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 for the North and the
South spot respectively. The measured 0.3−2.0 keV flux is 5.6
× 10−14 erg cm−2 s−1 for the North spot, and 2.1 × 10−14 erg
cm−2 s−1 for the South.

We explored the possibility that CV (0.31 keV) rather than
CVI emission may be present at the low energy end of the
spectra by letting the energy of the line free in the fits: for the
North spot we find a best fit energy of 0.36±0.02 keV (χ2/d.o.f.
= 45/39); fixing the line at 0.31 keV gives a much worse fit
with χ2/d.o.f. = 53/40. For the South spot, the best fit energy
is 0.33+0.02

−0.03 (χ
2/d.o.f. = 17/20), marginally consistent with CV

emission; the rather poor statistical quality of the data, though,
makes line discrimination uncertain.

With a view at establishing the origin (solar wind or inner
magnetosphere) of the ions responsible for the X-ray produc-
tion in the auroral spots, we checked whether the carbon emis-

Jovian Aurora
(2003 XMM)

Fig. 1 SWCX emission reacted with 
cometary/planetary atmosphere.

~100 AU

Fig. 2 Schematic view of  Heliosphere.

Fig. 8 Simulated SWCX spectra toward MBM12 
with their best fit model around OVII k$ 
emission lines (Exposure=100ksec).

Inserted contour shows confidence levels 
between the line centroid and intensity of  OVII 
forbidden line.
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3.2 Estimation of  Heliospheric SWCX induced emission lines
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Self Consistent solution
 dependence2r

Observation Information :
Observation DOY : 150
Object name : Lockman_Hole_uw

° = 137.13$Ecliptic longitude :  
° = 45.17%Ecliptic latitude :  

SWCX calculation result :
OVII intensity : 1.61 LU = 0.75 LU (H) + 0.86 LU (He)

Fig. 2 RASS 3/4keV map.
Non-zero emission from high latitude 
region except Galactic center is thought to 
be the contribution of  heliospheric SWCX.

Using the neutral distributions, line intensity induced by SWCX are calculated as follow:

photons/s/cm2/str := Line Unit [LU]

CASE1 : Accumulated Observations Spectra 

CASE2 : Shadowing Region Toward MBM12   ( " = 47.2° ,  # = 2.6° ) 

Simulation by H. Yoshitake

SWCX+thermal (high-latitude)

SWCX only 
(toward MBM12)

ResonanceForbidden

Forbidden

Resonance
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Status of ASTRO-H development

• Performance/environmental tests using engineering models of 
instruments are ongoing.

• Critical design review (CDR) will be held in coming months.

• Construction of some main structures (optical bench, base plates, 
side panels) was started.

• On schedule for the launch in 2014.

• Information can be found as SPIE proceedings (2010; Volume 
7732)

• ASTRO-H: 77320Z (Takahashi et al.)   
SXT: 77320A (Serlemitsos et al.)    
SXS: 773211 (Mitsuda et al.)   
SXI: 773210 (Tsunemi et al.)   
HXT: 773214 (Kunieda et al.)    
HXI: 773215 (Kokubun et al.)   
SGD: 773216 (Tajima et al.)
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HXT at vibration test
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SXS dewar EM in fabrication
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SXS dewar EM in fabrication
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ASTRO-H collaboration

• More than 160 scientists from Japan/US/Europe/Canada
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Check http://astro-h.isas.jaxa.jp for more info
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Summary

• ASTRO-H is on schedule. Wide-band and high-sensitivity observations 
by combination of the four instruments will provide exciting data sets for 
many science fields.

• With eROSITA and other missions, late 2010’s will be a new era for X-
ray astrophysics.
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